A horse, a rider,
the right saddle:
the perfect match.
A story written for horses,
by riders.

This is a story that began
in Italy: it originated with
Roberto Rasia, founder of
Erreplus Saddlery, and
what makes it unique is
his incredible passion for
the equestrian art, with
25 years of experience.
Now a whole team of experts,
champions and technicians
writes the story of Erreplus
every day, giving voice to
that perfect dialogue that
indissolubly links the life
of horse and his rider.
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1.

Durability

2.

Craftsmanship
Made in Italy

3.

Customisation
and adaptability
of components

4.

Customised
assistance before
& after sales

5.

Exceptional quality
of materials
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Why choose
a SL panel?
Give your horse the freedom
to move in harmony.
A horse free to move its shoulders is a horse that performs better,
that more willingly follows the demands of the rider, that strides softly
and fluidly, that faces courses and obstacles with greater confidence.

SL panels have been specially
designed, together with
technical experts in the field,
to free the most muscular
and pronounced shoulders.
This short panel completely
avoids any kind of pressure
at scapular level, ensuring
a perfect movement of the
shoulders.
All this while maintaining
a large contact area on the
horse.

*Not suitable for horses with prominent withers or with a fine structure
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Dressage.
A line of saddles designed
to ensure perfect freedom of
movement and a natural posture.

“I love these saddles for
their capacity to adapt to
the horse in an ideal way,
allowing great freedom of
movement at the same time.
My position is perfectly
balanced and comfortable.”
Adelinde Cornelissen
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Adelinde.

DM.
Mono flap. Allows maximum contact, a natural position
and absolute freedom of movement of the rider. / code: DM

Double flap with large and small repositionable Velcro knee blocks.
Created in collaboration with Adelinde Cornelissen, World Cup
and Olympic medal winner. / code: DA

Double bull leather

Cocoa

Black

Double bull leather

Dark
Brown

Cocoa

Smooth leather

Black
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Black

Dark
Brown

Vittoria.

Elena.

Mono flap. Designed to allow greater sitting comfort
and movement of the rider. / code: DQ

Double flap. Designed to allow greater sitting comfort
and movement of the rider. / code: DN

Double bull leather

Cocoa

Black

Double bull leather

Dark
Brown

Cocoa

Black

Dark
Brown

Smooth leather

Black
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Freestyle.

Connect.

Mono flap. Unique for the comfort of the seat, it offers good leg support
thanks to double density knee blocks that allow ample freedom of the
rider’s knee. Available with two different knee-blocks versions:
Inclined (Vers.01): to ensure upper leg support and freedom of the knee.
Vertical (Vers.02): suitable for riders who like a more vertical posture
and greater knee contact. / code: DF

This model features a completely new tree with a flat profile and longer tree
points to ensure greater support and balance of the saddle, also designed
to fit modern horses with a compact and well-muscled morphology. With
a narrow twist and a seat made of technical polyurethane with a thinned
shape, it ensures an incredible feeling of close contact while maintaining
great comfort. Single flap / code: DD - Double flap / code: DW

Version with
vertical knee-block
available.

Double bull leather

Cocoa
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Black

Double bull leather

Dark
Brown

Cocoa

17

Black

Dark
Brown

Impulse Mono.

Impulse.
Double flap. Its flat tree has been designed to fit modern horses,
which are more round and compact. Made entirely of doubled bull
leather, it guarantees maximum comfort and contact. In addition,
the customisable projection of the flaps allows them to support,
free or maintain of the rider’s legs position. / code: DC

Single flap. Its flat tree has been designed to fit modern horses, which are more
round and compact. Made entirely of doubled bull leather, it guarantees maximum
comfort and contact. In addition, the customisable projection of the flaps allows
them to support, facilitate or maintain the position of the rider’s leg. The Impulse
mono also has long external knee rolls with an ergonomic shape to provide
support and comfort at the same time. / code: DX

Double bull leather

Cocoa
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Black

Double bull leather

Dark
Brown

Cocoa
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Black

Dark
Brown

Your customised
Dressage saddle.
Colours, stitching, decorations, the name
of the horse: details that tell your story.
We know how important the saddle is to a rider. For this reason,
to turn one of our saddles into your own saddle, our Custom
Service allows you to customise colours, stitching, decorative
elements and to engrave the name of your horse on a silver plate.
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Standard customisation
of Dressage saddles

Leather colour

Doubled Cocoa

Doubled Black

Doubled Dark Brown

Smooth leather Black

Customisation colour
Example
of different
piping colours.

Impulse and Connect
saddle customisation

Standard

Standard

Standard

104

103

103

108

101

102

102

107

96

101

96

106

95

96

95

105

93

95

94

93

BI-colour stirrup leather
loop for tone-on-tone
version and single-colour
for patent leather versions.

Example of different
colour detail for
flaps and cantle.
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Erreplus saddles are customisable and also
available made to measure, for horses with
particular structures or with very prominent
withers. All products are available in different
colours and with accessories of your choice.

Colour variants of the paint on front piping
and rear piping; and detail on the flap
and cantle in the Impulse model.
For more details on our customisations,
please visit our website: www.erreplus.com
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Show Jumping.
A line of saddles designed
for better fitting modern
horses and improve
rider’s comfort.

“The horses move more
freely and the seat comfort
is exceptional. These are
the characteristics that
make the difference
between a good saddle
and an excellent saddle.”
Christian Ahlmann
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CA.

JF.

Created in collaboration with the German show jumping champion,
Christian Ahlmann, and characterised by a wider and softer seat,
composed of two layers of technical rubber to ensure maximum sitting
comfort. New flaps are entirely made of doubled bull leather and their
innovative technical cuts allow a closer contact. / code: JA

A semi-flat saddle that guarantees a greater contact feeling.
The new seat’s shape allows maximum comfort and the new flaps
are entirely made of doubled bull leather with innovative technical
cuts, in order to guarantee a closer contact. / code: JF

Double bull leather

Cocoa

Black

Double bull leather

Dark
Brown

Cocoa

Seat

Black
Cocoa
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Cocoa
Black

Black

Dark
Brown

Smooth leather

Dark
Brown
Cocoa

Black
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JD.
Favours a more central and deep ride thanks to a balancing point that is
slightly forward. The new flaps made entirely of doubled bull leather have
innovative technical cuts that allow a closer contact. / code: JD

Double bull leather

Cocoa

Black

Dark
Brown

Smooth leather

Black
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Pony JD Junior.

Pony JF Junior.

Double Flap. The JD Junior has been developed on the deep tree of
the JD and has been designed for our youngest riders and their ponies.
The balance point of this saddle is slightly more backward and it has
been designed to ensure greater support for the rider’s seating position.
Particularly indicated for those who prefer a more central, deep and
supported position. Front and rear blocks are in Velcro in order to
allow riders to place them in their favorite position. The JD Junior
will be available only in size 16”. / code: JP

Double flap. The JF Junior has been developed on the semi-flat tree
of the JF and has been designed for our youngest riders and their
ponies. The seat ensures great freedom of movement, allowing at the
same time a close and balanced position. Front and rear blocks are in
Velcro in order to allow riders to place them in their favourite position.
The JF Junior will be available only in size 16”. / code: JY

Double bull leather

Cocoa

For more details on our customizations,
please visit our website: www.erreplus.com
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Black

Double bull leather

Dark
Brown

Cocoa

For more details on our customizations,
please visit our website: www.erreplus.com
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Black

Dark
Brown

Your customised
show-jumping saddle.

Customisation colour

Standard

96

Standard

Standard

104

103

95

103

108

101

102

94

102

107

96

101

93

96

106

95

95

105

93

94

Patent leather Colour variants for front and rear piping.

Colours of composite stirrup leather loop

Grey

Black

Pink Gold

Leather colour

Doubled Cocoa

Doubled Black

Doubled Dark Brown
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Smooth leather Black

All jumping saddles have a customisable composite stirrup leather keeper,
available in Grey, Black or Pink Gold.
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Eventing.
A saddle that promotes total
and deep understanding
between horse and rider.

“Between me and my horse
there’s not just a saddle:
there’s something that unites
us in strength and thought.”
Susanna Bordone
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Eventing Mono.

Craftsmanship
and innovation.

Mono flap. Entirely made of doubled bull leather for greater comfort.
Mono flap and long billets for a very closer legs contact. / code: EM

The result of meticulous,
hand-crafted Italian work.

Erreplus is a story made
of passion, respect and
total dedication to horses.

Double bull leather

Cocoa
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Black

Such a profound
background has given rise
to a working method based
on meticulous care for quality
craftsmanship and products
that perfectly combine
aesthetics with comfort.

Dark
Brown
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Accessories.

Girth.
Spider
Reduces pressure on the horse’s sternum and ensures greater stability of
the saddle thanks to distanced buckles. Suitable for long-limbed horses.
/ code: GDB

Classic Dressage
Made with keepers for inserting billets on both sides
and stainless steel buckles. / code: GDA
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Girth.

All Erreplus girths are made with a triple-layer elastic
and bull skin leather, to ensure greater safety and stability
of horse and rider at any stage of work.

Narrow belly Jumping

Stud girth

Characterized by a central anatomical band that distributes weight and
reduces the pressure on the horse’s sternum during the jump. / code: GJB

Its ergonomic shape allows the front and rear pressure to be evenly
distributed, avoiding pressure points. With 3 elastic bands to ensure
greater strength and durability. / code: GJA

Eventing

Classic Jumping
With 3 elastic bands to ensure greater strength and durability.
/ code: GJG
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With 3 elastic bands to ensure greater strength and durability.
Its ergonomic shape allows the front and rear pressure to be
evenly distributed, avoiding pressure points. / code: GEA
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Stirrup leathers.

Saddle pad.

Dressage mono stirrup leathers

Dressage saddle pad

Made of durable calfskin with a buckle located near the stirrup
and a nylon eyelet for inserting the stirrup leather. / code: STDR

Classic stirrup leathers
The innovative shape of the buckles reduces the stirrup loop’s
width of 1,5 cm on each side, allowing greater comfort for
the rider and closer contact with the leg. / code: ST
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Shaped to respect the withers of the dressage horse.
Available in colours: Black / code: SPADDR20 - White / code: SPADDR10

Jumping saddle pad
Shaped to respect the withers of the jumping horse.
Available in colours: Black / code: SPADJE20 - White / code: SPADJE10
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Correction pads.

Stirrups.

Sheepskin halfpad

Safety stirrups

Perfectly fits our SL cushions in both show jumping and dressage saddles.
Single model in Black color. Available in sizes:
Medium / code: 4010_ 2R - Large / code: 4030_ 2R

Erreplus Innovative safety stirrup, made in alluminium and polymers.
Available only in one size. Available in two colors:
Black/Anthracite / code: STI06 - Red/Gray / code: STI05

Felt insert

The halfpad will be delivered
with 6 pairs of shims, each one
with a width of 5mm.

Halfpad
Perfectly fits our SL cushions in both show jumping and dressage saddles.
Single model in Black color. Available in sizes:
Medium / code: 4020_ 2R - Large / code: 4040_ 2R

Felt insert

Leather care.
Leather Cleaner

Leather Balsam

The only cleaner that contains
an acidity regulator to restore
the neutral pH of the leather.
/ code: ERRCLE

Designed to respect natural leathers,
to maintain the pigmentation of
the leather and to ensure proper
maintenance of the saddle for
a long time. / code: ERRBAL

The halfpad will be delivered
with 6 pairs of shims, each one
with a width of 5mm.
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For more instructions on leather care,
please visit our website: www.erreplus.com
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Erreplus Saddlery Srl Unip.
Zona Industriale Piana, 18
36078 Valdagno (VI)
Italy
Tel +39 0445 941384
erreplus@erreplus.com

